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Submitted by Harold Kushner 
We generalize local and global inverse function theorems to continuous transfor- 
mations in I?“, replacing nonexistent derivatives by set-valued “unbounded derivate 
containers.” We also construct and study unbounded and ordinary derivate 
containers, including extensions of generalized Jacobians. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B(x, a) [B(x, a)] denote the open [closed] ball of center x and radius 
a. The classical inverse function theorem implies that a C’ function f in a 
Banach space whose derivativef’(2) has a continuous inverse is fat at X, i.e., 
there exists c > 0 such that 
f(&, a)) 2 @f(f), ca) 
for sufficiently small positive a. A global version of the inverse function 
theorem [ 7, Lemma 1, p. 661 asserts that if f is C’ in some neighborhood X 
of B(.F, a) and If’(x)-‘1 </3 (X E X) then 
.fXB(% a>> = B(.fT% a/P) P<a,<a) 
and a restriction off has a C’ inverse U: g(j-(f), a/j?) + @, a). If f is a 
Lipschitzian mapping in R” then a known result concerning functions 
defined on convex sets [5, Lemma 3.3, p. 5541 yields, as special cases, fat 
mapping and local and global homeomorphism theorems formulated in terms 
of derivate containers /if(x). The latter play the role of set-valued derivatives 
and are, crudely speaking, sets of limits of f:(y) as i + 00 and y --) x, where 
(fi) is any sequence of C’ functions converging uniformly to f. In these 
results the open mapping property follows from the nonsingularity of the 
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elements of Af(x) and the existence of a local (global) inverse follows from 
the nonsingularity of the elements of the convex closure of /if(x) (U, /if(x)). 
In the present paper we introduce unbounded derivate containers which 
are generalizations of derivate containers applicable to continuous functions 
from R” to F?“’ that are not necessarily Lipschitzian. Our purpose is twofold: 
(a) to establish fat homeomorphism theorems without assumptions of 
Lipschitz continuity of f or of convexity of its ordinary or unbounded 
derivate containers, and (b) to study and compare certain types of convex 
and nonconvex unbounded derivate containers. We shall prove, in particular, 
that Clarke’s generalized Jacobians [2] and certain extensions to functions 
with integrably bounded finite difference quotients are the best (i.e., the 
smallest) unbounded derivate containers among those that are closed and 
convex. This will generalize a prior result [6, Theorem 2.10, p. 171 that held 
for Lipschitzian functions with either their domain or their range in IR. 
However, we shall also give an example of a Lipschitzian function with a 
“singular” generalized Jacobian but a “nonsingular” nonconvex derivate 
container. This example shows that nonconvex derivate containers are not 
only a stronger tool for the study of the minima of functions [6, 2.13, pp. 17, 
181 but also for the study of the invertibility and open mapping properties. 
We ought to mention that the set-valued D-derivative of Mordukhovich 
[4], defined for scalar-valued functions only, may have some advantages 
over ordinary or unbounded derivate containers in the study of minima. 
Our main results are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to some 
remarks, examples, and open questions. The proofs are contained in 
Section 4. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let n and m be positive integers and ]a ] denote arbitrary norms in R” and 
Rm and the corresponding norm in 9(iRn, Rm). If ME Y(lF?“, R”) is a 
singular matrix then we write (M- ’ ( = co. Let V c IR” be open and 
f: V-+ Rm continuous. 
DEFINITION A. We refer to a collection {nEf(x) ] a > 0, x E V} of 
nonempty subsets of 4p(lF?“, FF), also denoted by A’f, as an unbounded 
derivate container for f if 
A’f(x) d’jyx) (E’ > E) 
and for every compact v* c V there exist a sequence (fl) of C’ functions 
defined in some neighborhood of V* and numbers i(e, P), B(E, P) > 0 
(E > 0) such that lim, fi =f uniformly on v* and 
f XY) E m-w (i>i(e, V*),xE V*,yE Klx-Y(<&, v*)) 
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If the sets A’f(x) (E > 0, x E V) are all closed and uniformly bounded then 
the unbounded derivate container A’f is a derivate container (as defined in 
(5, 2.1, p. 5491). We then write 
Af(x)= n -w(x)- F>O 
THEOREM 1. Let n = m and A’f be an unbounded derivate container for 
jI Assume that a > 0, @, a) c V, and 
P= 
.2-x-x, E’O 
inf sup(jM-‘( 1 it4 E A’f(?r)} < m. 
Then 
and there exists an open A c &.F, a) such that f: A--+ B(f (a), a//3) is a 
homeomorphism and its inverse has a Lipschitr constant p. 
If A’f is a derivate container for f then the above conclusion holds with p 
replaced by 
y=sup((M-‘l(MEAf(x),xEB(2,a)). 
THEOREM 2. Let n = m, A’f be an unbounded derivate container for f 
and 
PO= hfo sup(lM-‘((MEA’f(Y)) < co. 
Then for each /I > /3, there exist a = aD > 0 and an open A = A, c &F, a) 
such that 
f(&K a)) = &f(-% a/P) (O<a<a) 
and f: d + B( f (f), a//?) is a homeomorphism. 
If A’f is a derivate container for f then the above conclusion holds with &, 
replaced by 
y. = sup(lM-‘(1 ME /if@)}. 
We next consider the problem of constructing particular unbounded 
derivate containers. We observe that a particular unbounded derivate 
container for f can be defined by the collection 
W(x)=ifXy)lyE V,lY-xl<&7i> YEI (E > 0, x E V) 
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if (sr) is a sequence of C’ functions such that, for each compact P, f. is 
defined in some neighborhood of V* for sufficiently large i and limih =f 
uniformly on v*. Furthermore, if 
fly(x) I @‘f(x) and 07(x) c P’J(x) (E’ > E, x E v-) 
then clearly Pf is also an unbounded derivate container forf: Finally, if an 
unbounded derivate container A’f for f is such that the sets A’f(x) (E > 0, 
x E P’) are uniformly bounded then the sets 
A;f(x) = closure A’f(x) 
define a derivate container for J: 
The above considerations show that a function f: V-+ I?” has an 
unbounded derivate container, respectively, a derivate container if and only if 
it is continuous, respectively, Lipschitzian. The necessity is obvious because 
uniform limits of C’ functions are continuous, and they are Lipschitzian if 
the approximating functions have uniformly bounded derivatives. The 
suffkiency follows from the fact that a continuous, respectively, Lipschitzian 
function is appropriately approximated by functions f;: which can be 
generated by convolutions of f with nonnegative C’ “B-function approx- 
imations.” 
Because we shall be able to derive useful properties of the corresponding 
unbounded derivate containers, we shall apply a somewhat more general 
approximation procedure to a special family of functions. We shall denote by 
Sr the collection of all continuous functions g: V-, I?“’ for which there exist 
a locally integrable wg: V-+ R and ug > 0 such that 
Iv-xl-Llg(Y)-g~x)l~wg(x) (x, J’ E v, 0 < ) y - xl < a,). 
It follows from Stepanoffs theorem [3, 3.1.9, p. 2181 that each g Ejr is 
differentiable a.e. in V. 
For simplicity of notation we extend each g E X to all of 07” by setting 
g(x) = 0 (x 6Z v). We write I h(z) dz for the integral with respect to the n- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure which we denote by meas. The symbols ]. loo 
and 1 e ], represent the Lm(meas) and L’(meas) norms. We also write x or 
cl,4 for the closure of A, co for the convex hull and c for the convex 
closure. 
THEOREM 3. Let f EF and pi: R” + R (i = 1, 2,...) be bounded 
measurable functions such that 
PAxI = O (1x1 > I/i),jp,(x) dx= 1, c = syp (pi], < co. 
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Set 
fiCx> = ffCx + z, PAZ) dz (i = 1, 2 ,..., B(x, l/i) c V). 
Then each h is C’, limi A = f uniformly on every compact subset of V, and 
f:(X) = [f ‘(X + Z)pi(Z) dz (i = 1. 2 ,..., B(x, l/i) c V). 
Furthermore, the sets 
A’f(x) = (f:(y) 1 (y-x( GE, B(y, I/i) c V, i > I/E) 
define an unbounded derivate container for J 
We finally consider an extension of Clarke’s generalized Jacobians [2] 
and a chain rule for unbounded derivate containers. For any g E F and any 
N c R”. we set 
V, = ( y E V 1 g’(y) exists} 
a:,g(x)=co{g’(y)(ly-xl~e,yE Vg-N) (x E v, E > 0) 
4dx)= n m(xh a(x) = 3: g(x), 3m = 8, g(x) E>O 
THEOREM 4. Let f E 7 and meas = 0. Then 
ay (x) c a$ f (x) c $f(X) (E’ > E > 0, x E v), 
and Z$,f is an unbounded derivate container for f: If AEf is any other 
unbounded derivate container for f then for each compact V* c V there exist 
numbers B(E) > 0 (E > 0) such that 
P)f (x) c GA’f (x) (x E v*, E > 0). 
If A’f is a derivate container for f then we also have 
&f 6) = af 6) c co /if (xl (XE 0 
THEOREM 5. Let V, c R”: and V, c R”* be open and g: V, -+ V, and 
h: V, -+ Rm continuous with unbounded derivate containers A’g and A’h. 
Then the sets 
A’#(x) = A’h( g(x)) A’g(x) = {MN ) M E A”h( g(x)), NE A’g(x)} 
define an unbounded derivate container for Q = h 0 g. 
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3. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
3.1 Remark. Let f: V --) R” be continuous and (fr) any sequence of C’ 
functions converging uniformly to f in some neighborhood U of i Iff is not 
one-to-one in all sufficiently small neighborhoods of Z then 
lim sup If;(u)-‘] = co. 
i-m, y-E 
This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and the comments following the 
statement of Theorem 2. 
3.2 Remark. Let f E F and meas = 0, and assume that f’(F) exists. 
Then 
This follows directly from the first statement of Theorem 4. 
3.3 EXAMPLE. We shall now construct a Lipschitzian function 
f: [R2 + R* and a derivate container A’f such that 3f (0) contains the null 
matrix but /if(O) has only nonsingular elements. The function f is 
“piecewise” linear and a crude approximation to the function g which maps 
points with polar coordinates (r, 0) into (r, 38) for 0 ,< 0 < x/2 and into 
(r, 19/3 + (4/3)x) for (7r/2) < 9 < 2n. [The function g was constructed by 
Blank [l] as an example of a one-to-one fat Lipschitzian function with ag(O) 
containing a singular element.] Specifically, if t? is the polar angle of x E R2 
then we set 




W=(; -4) M3=(-y3 :1), 
M4 = -l/3 fi13 M, =Me =
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We have 0 = $4, +$4, E Yj(O) for all E > 0; hence OEaf(O). We 
construct A’f(x) as follows: we choose two sequences (a,) and (bJ of 
positive numbers such that ui < bf and Ri = (--ai, a,] x [A,, bi] c&O, l/i), 
denote by x, the characteristic function of the thin upright rectangle R,, and 
for each x E I?* and i = 1, 2,..., set 
Pi@> = (4a,b,)-’ Xl(X), s,Cx)~(f~x + z)Pi(z)dz9 
/i’f(x)=cl{f:(4’)((y-xl~~, l/i>&}. 
Then, by Theorem 3, A’f is an unbounded derivate container for f which is 
also a derivate container because ,4’f(x) are closed and uniformly bounded. 
Furthermore, 
f:(Y) = f f’(Y + z)Pi(z) dz3 
and thus f;(y) is the area average of f’ over the rectangle y + Ri. 
Straightforward (but tedious) computations, carried out separately for the 
various locations of y + R, relative to the angles determined by the lines 8, = 
(7c/6)j, show that the determinants of alIf; are uniformly bounded away 
from 0 for large i. Since If;(y)! are uniformly bounded (by maxj IMjl), this 
shows that If:(y)-‘1 are uniformly bounded for large i and thus Af(x) 
contain no singular elements and Theorems 1 and 2 are applicable. 
3.4 EXAMPLE. Let f: IR* --t R be defined by f(x,y) = ) (xl +y( + fx. By 
using a chain rule for derivate containers (similar to Theorem 5) we have 
constructed in [6, 2.13, pp. 17, 181 a derivate container A’f such that 
(0, O)r 4 Af(O, 0) which shows [6, Theorem 2.9, p. 171 that (0,O) does not 
minimizef. We now observe that the same A’f can be obtained by the use of 
convolutions, with p, defined as in Example 3.3. 
3.5 Remark. We shall verify in Section 4 that the following proposition 
is valid: 
THEOREM 6. If f: V-9 R” is fat at X and f'(T) exists then f'(f) is 
nonsingulur. 
It follows from the classical implicit function theorem and Theorem 6 that 
a C’ function f: V-+ R” is fat at 5 if and only if f ‘(X) is nonsingular. If 
f: V+ W” has a derivate container Ai’f such that Af (Y) is free of singular 
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elements then, by Theorem 2, f is fat at 3 and locally one-to-one. It remains 
for us an open question whether the converse is also true, that is, whether a 
locally one-to-one Lipschitzian function f: V+ R” that is fat at 2 must admit 
a derivate container A’f such that /if(X) has no singular elements. This is 
closely related to the following question: Iff is Lipschitzian, one-to-one and 
fat in some neighborhood of 2, does there exist a sequence vi) of C’ 
functions converging to f uniformly in some neighborhood of X and with 
If;(x)-‘/ ‘f I b um orm y ounded in that neighborhood? What if f is continuous 
but not necessarily Lipschitzian? 
3.6 EXAMPLE. The following simple example illustrates an application of 
Theorems 1 and 4. Let f = (f ‘, f ‘): R* + R2 be defined by 
Then 
f'(w)= 3(x +Jy3, f 2(x, y) = x + y*. 
f’(x,Y) = (lx +y3 (x +-yj (x + Y f 0) 
and, for 1(x, JJ)~ defined as 1x1 + 1 yI and 1(x, JJ)/ < $, 
mx9 Y> = a>4Y3+0(1),pl< 1/2+0(l) , 
I 
where o(1) denotes a quantity converging to 0 as E -+ 0. We have 
and the norms of the above matrices are bounded by 4 + o(1). Thus, by 
Theorems 1 and 4, f is fat at (0,O) and a local homeomorphism onto 
@O, l/16), with f (&O, a)) 2 @O, a/4) for 0 < a < l/4. 
3.7 Remark. If. f: V-+ Rm is C’ then af(Z) = {f’(f)) and thus, by 
Theorem 4, f’(X) E co/if@) for every derivate container A’$ It may be, 
however, that f’(f) @ Af (2). Consider, e.g., f = df’, f ‘): R + Rz and x = 
(f f , ff): R + R*, defined by 
f’(x) = 0, f’(x) = 0, f f(x) = +- cos ix, f f(x) = f sin ix. 
Then lim,J;, =f uniformly and each f i( y) = (-sin iy, cos iy) belongs to the 
boundary of the unit circle. Thus 
(O,O)@Af(x)= f-l cl{fXy)Ily-xl<cti> l/cl. 
F>O 
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A similar example is provided by the functions g, gi: IR2 + Rz defined by 
g(x, J x2) =m, + x2) = 0, gi(xl 1 x2> =fiCx, + X2)* 
4. PROOFS 
If A’f is an unbounded derivate container for f: V-, il? then for every 
compact V* c V there exist a sequence pi) and for every .sO > 0 numbers 
i, = i(.q,, v*) and 6, = 6(s,,, P) satisfying the conditions of Definition A. 
We shall say, for brevity, that [df.) 1 , i,, S,] corresponds to [AIf, v*, so]. It is 
clear that i, may be replaced by any larger number and 6, by any smaller 
number. 
We shall denote by B(A, r), respectively, B(A, r) the open, respectively, 
closed r-neighborhoods of a set A. 
4.1 LEMMA. Let A’f be a derivate container for f: V -+ R”. W a compact 
subset of V, 
y=sup(lM-‘((MEcif(x),xE W) < 00, 
and KfiL WY WI correspond to [A’f, W, E]. Then for every q > 0 there 
exists i, > 0 such that 
If:(Y)-‘I G Yf 9 (y E w, i > i]). 
Proof Assume the conclusion invalid. Then there exist q,, > 0 and 
sequences (j, , j, ,...) increasing to co and (J, ,yz,...) in W such that 
l.f.:.i(Yi)-’ I > Y  + ?O (i = 1, 2,...). (1) 
Since W is compact, we may assume that (yr) converges to some 7 E W. 
Since 1 M- ’ I< y for all M in the compact set @(y), there exist a, b > 0 such 
that 1 M- ’ I < y + qo/2 for M E n’f( jr) c S(/if( jr), b). It follows that 
If:(r)- ’ I ,< Y + rlop if i > i(a) and 1 y -);I < 6(a), 
thus contradicting ( 1). Q.E.D. 
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1 
Step 1. Let 4 > 0, /3,=/j’+ q, V* =&CZ +2~) and dt;) be the 
sequence corresponding to V* as in Definition A. We shall first show that 
there exists i, such that 
fxv)-‘a (i>i,,yE y*). (1) 
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Indeed, otherwise there exist sequences (k, , k, ,...) increasing to co and (J;~) 
in v* such that 
Ifk,(Yj>- ’ I > PI (j = 1, 2,...), (2) 
and we may assume that (uj) converges to some 7 in the compact set P. 
We have 
and therefore there exists E, > 0 such that 
W’l GA (M E A ‘tr(u3)* 
It follows then from Definition A that there exist i* and 6* such that 
If;w-‘l CP, (i >, i*, I Y -PI < 6*), 
contradicting (2). Thus (1) must be valid. 
Srep 2. It follows from (1) and [7, Lemma 1, p. 661 that for each i > i, 
there exists a unique C’ function ui: &j&Q, (a + q)//?,) + g(.F, a + q) such 
that 
.U"i(Y)) =Yv l”i(Yl = If:(“i(Y))-‘l <PI (3) 
for all y E B(f,(-?), (a + q)/P,) and 
4ma a/P,)) = @x, a) (0 < a < a + q). (4) 
We choose i, > i, such that Ifi -f(f)] < n/p,, hence 
mw~ (a + rl)/P,) = m-W~ a/P,> 
for i > i,, and set U, = ui ] &f(f), a/p,) for i > i, . Then, by (3), the bounded 
sequence (ui) is equicontinuous and therefore there exist J c (1, 2,...) and ii: 
Bdf(a), a//3,) + E(.V, a + q) such that limisJ ui = ti uniformly on j?u(Y), 
a/P, )* 
We now deduce from (4) that 
@(f(.f), a/P, )) = &c a ) (O<a,<a) (5) 
and from (3) that 
f@(v)) = Y b E m-@)v dP,)> (6) 
and that p, is a Lipschitz constant for K If we write C, for ri to denote its 
dependence on r7 then relations (5) and (6) are valid with zi, p, replaced by 
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u,,, j3 + q. Our previous argument shows that the sequence (~vj) has a subse- 
quence converging uniformly to some w. Then relations (5) and (6) remain 
valid with r&P, replaced by w, B and w  has fl as a Lipschitz constant. 
With the above modification, relation (6) shows that the Lipschitzian 
function w  in R” is one-to-one and therefore an open mapping. Thus w  maps 
the open ball B = B(f(g), a//3) on o t an open subset A of B<-f, a) and w  maps 
the boundary of B onto the boundary of A. Therefore fl d is a 
homeomorphism of 2 onto @f(f), a/@) with inverse w. Relation (5). as 
modified, now implies that 
Finally, assume that A’f is a derivate container forf, and let q > 0 be such 
that V* = B(Y, a + 2~) c V. Then it follows from Lemma 4.1, for W = CM;. 
that relation (1) remains valid with p, replaced by y, = y + q, and the 
arguments of Step 2 yield the last conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
4.3 Proof of Theorem 2. Let p > &. Then there exists E, > 0 such that 
B(X, EO) c v, IM-‘I<P W~~‘Y-f(ff)) 
Now let [(fj). i,, 36,) correspond to [A’f, B(Z, E,,), co], with 36, Q E,, and set 
&f(x)= {f:(y)((~‘-x(~S,,i~max(1/~,i,)} 
for E > 0 and x E B(Z, 26,). Then Aifis an unbounded derivate container for 
S\ B(?c, 26,) and the conclusion of the theorem follows from Theorem 1 with 
t:J A’f, a replaced by B(f, 2S,), fl B(2,26,), AlJ S,, respectively. 
If A’J is a derivate container for f then it is easy to verify that y0 = &, 
because of the compactness of A’f(Z-). QED. 
4.4 Proof of Theorem 3. Let Y = IR” or Y = P(lP’, [Rm). i E ( 1.2,... 1 and 
g: V-+ Y be locally integrable. Set 
J’i(-r) = [ g(X + z, pi(Z) dZ (x E v)- 
Then lim,_, jP j g( y + h) - g(y)] dy = 0 for every bounded measurable set P 
and therefore, for each x E V and B = B(x, l/i), 
iy I I’d-x + h) - Y,(x)1 = 2-y [ [ g(X + h + Z) - g(x + z)] pi(~) dz * - 
<l~il,lj~J lg(~+h)-g(~)ldY=O. 
Li 
Thus yi is continuous. 
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Now let F,(X) = lJ’(x + z)p&) dz (x E v). Each Fi(x) is detined because 
f’ is dominated by w,. Furthermore, our previous argument shows that both 
fi_ and F, are continuous. For each x E V and h E R”, with &x, l/i) c I’, 
B(x + h, l/i) c V and ]h] < af, we have 
< IPila j IhI-‘If(x+h+z)-f(x+z)-f’(x+z)hldz. 
B(O. I/i) 
The integrand in the last expression converges to 0 as h + 0 for almost all z 
and it is bounded by 2v,(x + z). Thus the integral on the right converges to 0 
as h -+ 0, showing that 
f;(x) = F,(x) m-G l/i) = v 
Now let vy’ c V be compact. Then f is uniformly continuous on V*. Let 
E > 0 and 6 = 8(s) > 0 be such that 
Ifh) -f(x)1 G E if Ix, -xl,<& xE Vx. 
For each x E P and i > I/S, with a( V*, I/i) c V, we have 
Ifi(x> -fCx)l = / i,,o,,,i, [ftx + z, -ftx)l PAZ) dz 1 
Thus lim,f, =f uniformly on P. 
Finally, we verify that ny satisfies Definition A, with (‘J) as defined 
above for each compact v” c Y and with i(c, v*) = l/s, B(E, V*) = E. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall prove Theorems 4 and 5 in reverse order. 
4.5 Proof of Theorem 5 
It is clear that /i’@(x) c/i”#(x) if E < E’. Now let yT c I’, be compact, 
VT = g(vT), and [(gi), B,(e), 4(e)], respectively, [(hi), UE), iA&)1 
correspond to [/i’g, VT, E], respectively, [A’h, VT, E]. We may assume that 
g,(c) c Vz for all i, otherwise replacing ( gi) by ( gi)rhi for some 
appropriate i,. Then #i = hi o gi are C’ in some neighborhood @, of q and 
lim, oi = 4 uniformly on VT. 
For each E > 0 there exist B(E) > 0 and i(c) = max(i,(e), i*(c)) such that 
I Si(V) - dx)l G 82(E> and IY--xl G&(E) 
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if ]J - x] <6(x) and i > i(e). Thus, for i > i(c), y E V,, x E q and 
I!-xl<B(e), we have 
Q.E.D. 
In order to prove Theorem 4 we first require a lemma. The proof of this 
lemma is patterned after the proof of [6, Theorem 2.7. p. 251. 
4.6 LEMMA. Let n = m = 1, f E F, and A’f be an unbounded derivate 
container for J: Then for each compact I’x c V there exist numbers 8(c) > 0 
(E > 0) such that 
a~” y-(x) c cl [A tf(x)] (E >O,xE P). 
Proof: Since cr* is compact and V open, there exists o > 0 such that 
B( P, 2~) c V. Let E > 0 and [(A), ‘0, I 261 correspond to [A’f, B(P, w), E], 
with 26 < o. Next consider any x E P and any two points v, , v2 E &x, 6) 
such that f’(v,) and f’(v,) exist. For any q > 0 there exists h such that 
0 < h < 6 and 
If'(c,) - h-'If& + h) -f(v,Jll < II (k = 1, 2). (1) 
We may choose i, large enough so that i, > i, and 
Ih-‘[f(vk+h)-f(vJ-h-‘K(vk+h)-fi(vJl < rl 
(i>i,,k= 1,2). (2) 
By the mean-value theorem, there exist eki E [0, 1 ] such that 
h-‘If;-(v,+h)-fi(vJ =f;(++&h) (k= 1,2,i>i,). (3) 
Since f i is continuous, the closed interval S, joining the points f :(v, + f?,ih) 
and f :(vz + 02,h) is contained in f :(li), where Ii denotes the closed interval 
joining U, + 0,,h and ty2 + t&h. Since Ii c [x - 26, x + 26). we have 
Thus, by (l)-(3), the closed interval J joining f’(v,) and f’(v,) is contained 
in &4f(x), 2~) for every 9 > 0; hence JC cl[A’f(x)]. This shows that 
ifxE V*andc>O. Q.E.D. 
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4.7 Proof of Theorem 4 
Step 1. Let fE F and meas = 0. For each i = 1, 2,... let 
pi(X) = I/meas(B(O, l/i)) (1x1 -G l/i), pi(x) = 0 (1x1 > l/i), 
fi(x) = jf@ + z) Pi(Z) cd.2 @(x, l/i) c v>, 
&f(x) = (f;(y) ) Iy -xl < E, B(y, l/i) c K i 2 l/c). 
Then, by Theorem 3, /iif is an unbounded derivate container for J 
Furthermore, since each aif is closed and convex and each pi a 
probability density function, we have (by Theorem 3), 
f:w = j.m + z)P,(z) dz = j f’(Y + z> PiCz) dz E a,Ff(x) 
zw-Y 
if 1 y -. x ( < E, B( y, l/i) c V, and l/i ( E. Thus 
n V(x) = &Y(x) (& > 0, x E v) 
which shows that a;f is also an unbounded erivate container forJ 
Step 2. Now let A’f be any unbounded erivate container for f and v* a 
compact subset of V. For any x E V and arbitrary a, E Rm, bj E IF?” with 
]bjl = 1 (j= l,..., n), let a > 0 be such that x + tbj E V (j = l,..., n) if 1 t ) < a. 
We set 
W(t) = + ui’f(x + tbj) 
,F, (ItI < a) 
and observe that, by Theorem 5, the sets Cj”=r a,?A’f(x + tbj) b, define an 
unbounded erivate container for w. We also verify that 
+ $aef (x + tb,) b, c aev(t) 
1% 
Thus, by Lemma 4.6, there exist positive numbers B(E) > 0 (E > 0) such that 
(1) 
ifxE v*. 
Now let A be an arbitrary m x n matrix, and let a, be its jth column. Then 
A = xi”=, a,bf, where 6; = (6; ,..., 6,“) is a row vector and 
b;=O (k +.i), bj= 1. 
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We may assume that jbjl = 1, otherwise multiplying ai and dividing 6j by 
1 !I~\. Thus (1) yields 
A 0 Plf(x) c A 0 coAy(x) (2) 
for every x E P and every m x n matrix A, where @ denotes the scalar 
product of two m x n matrices viewed as elements of Rm”. Since a”“‘J(x) 
and Gn’f(x) are, for each x E v*, closed convex subsets of R”“, the 
standard theorem about the separation of convex sets implies that 
Pf(x) c zLlf(x). (3) 
Step 3. Let y E V be such thatf’(y) exists, and set c”c = ( y). Since aif 
is an unbounded derivate container for f, relation (3) implies that for each 
q > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
f’(Y) E a-(Y) c Gf(Y)* 
This shows that for each choice of x E V and q, E > 0 we have 
U-wIlY-xl~~t ~a-Yz)I 
whence we conclude that 
zf(x) c a$f(x) c #f(x) (E’ > & > 0, x E v). (4) 
Srep 4. Now assume that A’f is a derivate container forf (which implies 
that f must be Lipschitzian). Then a,(f) and cif(x) are compact and 
nonempty because each is the intersection of nested compact sets. It follows 
then from (4) that a,f(x) = af(x) (x E V) and from (3) that 
aftxj c n co AE~(~) = co of. 
s>o Q.E.D. 
4.8 Proof of Theorem 6 
Assume that f’(Z) exists and f is fat at X Then there exist c > 0 and points 
u(y) defined for all y suffkiently close to f (2) such that 
I-W)) = 4’ (1) 
and 
I U(Y) - fl Q I Y -f wllc~ (2) 
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Let z E IF?“, Jz( = 1, (tt) be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to 0, 
yi =f(f) + tiZ9 ui = u(y,). 
By (2), (ui - Xl/ti ( l/c. Thus we may assume that p = lim, rim’(ui - 2) exists 
(otherwise replacing (ti) by an appropriate subsequence). We have, by (l), 
0 = liy 1 Ui - ffl- ’ If(Ui) -f(Z) -f’(~)(ui - a)1 
= liy ti )24i-~F/-’ IZ-f’(f)(#i -f)/tij 
> clz -f’(X>PI* 
Thus, for every z E I?” with (z( = 1, the equationJ’(f)p = z has a solution p, 
showing thatf’(Z) is nonsingular. Q.E.D. 
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